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VieVS webinar – Scheduling and Simulations with VieSched++ 
 
In this webinar we will explore the VieSched++ software and its capabilities to generate schedules and 
simulations. There are manuals that show you how to schedule an R1 or VGOS session1. In contrast to 
these “cookbooks”, here, I want to focus more on why you should use the algorithm/parameter you will 
select and not only show you which should be selected.  
 
Before we start, let’s have a look at where we find all the necessary files.  
If you installed VieSched++ using the Installers, you should see the following files in your install directory: 
 

 
 
The “bin” folder includes all the binaries and the necessary catalog files while the “out” folder contains 
the generated schedules.  
 
Inside the “bin” folder, you will find the executables “VieSchedpp” as well as “VieSchedppGUI”. On Linux, 
you will find a shell script “VieSchedppGUI.sh” as well, this should be used to start the program.  
 

 
 
Additionally, you can see the “AUTO_DOWNLOAD_CATALOGS” and “AUTO_DOWNLOAD_MASTER” 
folders. There, VieSched++ will store the most recent catalogs and master files. Do not edit any of these 
files here since changes will be overwritten the next time you start VieSched++.  
 
NOTE: It might be, that the automated download of the catalog files fails. This has to do with special 
cryptography libraries that are required to download files via https. If this is the case, you need to install 
a compatible version of OpenSSL on your computer. However, you can also ignore the automated 
downloading since this is only an optional feature and simply download the latest catalog files by 
yourself. If you have troubles on windows, I can send you the necessary libraries.  
 
Now, let’s finally start VieSched++ and generate our first schedule. 

                                                           
1 https://vievswiki.geo.tuwien.ac.at/doku.php?id=public:vieschedpp:vieschedpp 

https://vievswiki.geo.tuwien.ac.at/doku.php?id=public:vieschedpp:vieschedpp
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Example 1: standard 24-hour session with a global network 
 
For this demonstration, we will generate a schedule for one of the next R1 sessions, namely R1966. Go 

to the “General”  tab in the VieSched++ GUI.  
Since we want to generate a schedule for a session listed in the IVS master, we can simply click on  

“  list next” to see which sessions are starting next. 
 

 
 
Here, you should be able to find the session R1966. Double-click it to load the settings.  
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Now, VieSched++ should have automatically inserted the correct session code, description, start time, 
duration, network and many other things for you.  
 

 
 
Alternatively, you could have simply entered “R1966” in the field next to “import from master” and hit 
enter, or you could have selected everything manually.  
 
On this page, you can also change some of the general settings of the scheduling. For example, you can 
decide if you want to use fillin-modes, if you want to allow subnetting or if you want to transform idle 
time to extra observation time to reach a higher SNR.  
 

You can also have a look at the network  and the source list  that is selected to see if everything is 

as expected. You can see which catalog files are used by browsing to the input  tab. By default, 
VieSched++ is using the catalogs stored in the “AUTO_DOWNLOAD_CATALOGS” folder but you can 

always overwrite the default setting by saving your values using the  button.  
 
In general, you would also have to make sure that you are using the right observing mode. You can check 

the selected mode in the “Mode”  tab. By default, we are using the “256-16(R1-R4)” mode. We can 
keep this for now.  
 

Finally, you can click on “run”  to start the scheduling.  
VieSched++ will first ask you if it should save the xml file containing all the GUI settings, click “Yes”.  
Next, VieSched++ will ask you if it should open the folder with the results, click “Open”.  
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After some seconds, the scheduling should be finished and you should see the following log file: 
 

 
 
In the log file, you can see that we get some warnings. The first two are not critical but the last one 
notes that there is a long idle time for station AGGO which we should keep in mind when we try to 
optimize the session further.  
 
Additionally, you should see various files in the output folder: 

 
 

 r1966.skd: this is the observation file that has to be sent to the participating stations.  

 r1966.txt: this are the operation notes. This file is most important for the scheduler since it lists 
various interesting statistics and information.  

 r1966.vex: this is another observation file that is typically used by the correlator  

 r1966_initializer.txt: this file lists contains some human-readable general information about the 
session 

 r1966_iteration_0.txt: this file is a human-readable log file from VieSched++.  
 
 
We will now investigate how the schedule looks like and will first try to fix the most prominent issues 
that we find followed by a finer optimization of the parameters to increase the quality of the result.  
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Let’s explore some of the files: 
 
First, you can have a look at the r1966_initializer.txt file since it is the shortest. It lists if there were 
problems reading the input from the catalog files to create the necessary stations, sources and 
observing mode.  
Next, we can explore the r1966_iteration_0.txt file. Here, you can see which scans are selected and get 
additional information. This is how a snapshot of this files looks like: 

 
Additionally, this file report output from other algorithms that were selected. Here, you can see a 
snapshot of the “idle to observing time” algorithm: 

 
 
Finally, let’s have a look at the most important file for optimizing scheduling, the operation notes file 
r1966.txt. In there, you can find various interesting statistics. First of all, let’s explore how the stations 
spend their time: 

 
You can see, that the idle time of Aggo is significantly longer than the idle time of the other stations. 
This is the case for several reasons: First, the sensitivity of Aggo is less than the sensitivity of the other 

stations. You can check this in the “Network”  tab in VieSched++ GUI. This is especially problematic, 
since we are only using a 256 Mbps mode and we did use the default maximum observation duration 
that is 600 seconds. Additionally, Aggo is located quite remotely. Its nearest stations is Fortleza which 
also has a lower sensitivity than the average station.  
 
We can note, that we maybe want to try to include Aggo better into the schedule.  
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Next, let’s have a look how many stations are typically observing together in a scan:  
 
You can see that we here have a very high number of two 
station scans. Typically you want to avoid having two 
station scans since you only get one baseline and thus 
only one observation out of these. Additionally, it is not 
possible to calculate closure delays from two station 
scans.  
Note: in the upcoming release of VieSched++ v1.2 the 
default minimum number of stations per scan will be 
three. However, in the windows v1.1 release, this is 

already the case while in the Ubuntu release the minimum number of stations per scan is still two.  
 
We can note that we would like to change the minimum number of stations per scan to three for this 
session.  
 
Another interesting statistic in the operation notes file is the number of scans per 15 minutes. There are 
two tables, one showing the number of scans per station and one showing the number of scans per 
source. Let’s first have a look at the number of scans per station: 
Here, you can see that Aggo has again the lowest number of scans and observations. Additionally, you 
can see that there are two gaps, one for Kokee and one for Wettzell. This gaps were introduced since 
there are intensive sessions during this time with a higher priority than the R1 session. Since we did load 
the session information from the master schedule, VieSched++ automatically added the required station 
down time for you.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you have a look at the number of scans per source, you can see that many sources are only scheduled 
for one scan and often times only with few observations. In general, it is best if every source is observed 
at least three times per session.  
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We can note, that we have to make sure that every source is at least observed three times.  
 
Although looking at text files is a good way to explore your result, a visual inspection is often times 

better. You can use the VieSched++ Analyzer to explore the schedule as well. Go to the “Analyzer”  

tab and brows  for the .skd file you have just generated. Now you can click on the “run session 
analyzer” button. Take some time to investigate the sky-coverage and the statistics. Use the sliders on 
the bottom to limit the display to a shorter duration.  
 
 
Now let’s start to correct the issues we have found.  
First, we will change the minimum number of stations required in a scan in case the default option is two 
for your version of VieSched++. This can be done by changing the parameters. In VieSched++, there are 
parameters for each station, source and baseline. The minimum number of stations per scan parameter 

can be found at the source-parameters . Since we want to change this parameter in general, we can 

simply adjust the default parameters by clicking on the  button. 

 
 
Take a minute to explore all the parameters you have here. You can find, that there is a “minimum 
number of stations” parameter. Change it from two to three.  
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If it is already three you do not have to do anything at all.  
 
 
Next, we want to extend the maximum observation time slightly. Note that I do not give a general 
recommendation to do this. The default maximum observation time should work fine in most cases. 
However, here we are only using a low observation rate of 256 Mbps in combination with low-sensitive 
stations, especially Aggo which is causing problems. Therefore, we should try if this helps us getting a 

better schedule.  You can find the maximum observation time in the station-parameters . You can, 

again, change  the default parameters and extend the maximum observation time to 900 seconds as 
done before. Please also take some time to explore the parameters you have in there as well.  
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Additionally, we would like to increase the weight of Aggo during the scheduling. Therefore, we have to 

define a new parameter by clicking on the button  next to parameter.  
 

 
 
For this parameter, we would like to increase the “weight” from 1.0 to something higher, let’s try 3.0. 
You have to give this parameter a name and click “ok” to store it.  
 

 
 
Now, we need to assign this new parameter to a station. In our case, we have to select AGGO as the 
member. Now we need to make sure that the new parameter is selected as well and that the time span 

covers the full session duration. Both should by default be the case. Now you can click on “  add setup” 
to apply the parameters to Aggo.  
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Now it is time to restart the scheduling by clicking on the “run”  bottom and see if these changes 
helped us to solve some of the most prominent issues that we spotted. Have a look at the new operation 
notes file and see how things have changed.  
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One remaining issue, is that we want to make sure that all sources are observed three times. Therefore, 

go to the conditions  tab in VieSched++.  
 

 
 

You can now again click on “run”  to restart the scheduling. If you have a look at the generated files, 
you will see that you now have more “r1966_iteration_X.txt” files.  
 

 
 
If you open the “r1966_iteration_0.txt” file, you can see that at the very bottom of the file the following 
lines are written: 
 

 
 
This means, that VieSched++ will start a new scheduling iteration with a reduced number of sources. If 
you open “r1966_iteration_1.txt” you will read the following at the very top of the file: 
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This confirms that this schedule is now generated with only 108 sources left.  
 
If you have a look at the new operation notes file r1966.txt, you can see that we have now scheduled a 
lower number of different sources: 
 

 

 
 
Now we probably took care of the most obvious issues in the schedule.  
 
Next, we can start to fine-tune the scheduling. The most important factors during scheduling are the so-
called weight factors. So far, we simply used to default values which put an equal weight on the four 
most important optimization conditions: 

 sky-coverage 

 number of observations per scan 

 scan duration  

 mitigation of long idle times  
 

We can now go to the “Weight factor”  tab and change one of the weight factors and see what 
happens:  

Let’s decrease the sky-coverage weight factor to 0.5 and restart a new schedule .  
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If restart the scheduling by clicking on  you will get a different schedule. The big question is:  
 
How can we determine which schedule is better and which parameters should I finally use?  
 
This can be answered by using the multi-scheduling tool together with simulations.  
 
Let’s first have a look on how we can simulate our schedules: 

First, you have to browse to the “Simulation”  tab and check “simulate schedules”. Here, you should 
take some time to explore which simulation parameters will be used. You can either use the same 
parameters for all stations (the default option) or specify individual parameters per station. Please note 
that by default, you will execute 1000 simulation runs per schedule.  
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If you have a look at the “Solve” tab, you can have a look at which parameters will be estimated during 
the least-squares adjustment. One thing you might want to change is to set a different station than Aggo 
for the reference clock. We will do this, since we know that Aggo may cause problems during the 
scheduling and we will probably not have a lot of observations with Aggo. In this example, I will define 
WETTZELL as the reference station for the clock.  
Note: In the upcoming release of VieSched++ you do not have to define a reference clock manually   
 

 

Now you can restart the scheduling . 
 
This time, you should get two additional files, namely r1966_simulator.txt and simulation_summary.txt.   
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Let’s first have a look at the r1966_simulator.txt file. In this file, you will get an overview of all the 
parameters you have selected for simulation and the least squares-adjustment. Additionally, it lists 
some more output from the adjustment including the mean formal errors and repeatabilities of all 
estimated parameters.  
 

Probably more important is simulation_summary.txt file. This file summarizes the most important 
parameters. This is a snapshot of how the file might look like for you: 
 

 
 
As you can see, you get the information about the estimated mean formal errors for the earth 
orientation parameters as well as for the 3d station coordinates.  
 
Since we die only generate one schedule, the tables only list one value. Now it is time to change this by 
using the multi-scheduling tool.  

First, browse to the multi-scheduling  page and enable multi-scheduling. Next, you have to select 
one of the parameters that you want to experiment with. The most important factors that need to be 
optimized are the weight factors, especially: sky-coverage, number of observations, duration and idle 

time. Select one of the parameters and click on “  add selected”.  
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A new window should appear where you can select the values that should be tested. You can add the 

values manually, by clicking on the “  add” button or you can generate some values using the start, 
stop and step parameters. After you added the values you want to test, you can click on “Ok” to store 
the values.  
For this demonstration, you should select the following 
parameters and values: 

 duration: 0.66, 1.00 

 number of observations: 0.66, 1.00  

 sky-coverage: 0.33, 0.66 

 idle time: 0.33, 0.66 
 
If you select parameters and assign values to those, VieSched++ will perform a grid-wise combination 
between all the selected values of the parameters and will generate different schedules using the 
combined values.  
 
Note that VieSched++ should now generate a total of 16 schedules. This process is quite efficient since 
it will run in parallel on all of your available CPUs.  
In reality, it might be advantageous to test more than two values per parameter (e.g.: three or four) but 
you need to be careful not to select too many parameters since this would generate too many schedules. 
Note: in the next version of VieSched++, some reasonable pre-defined values will be suggested to you.  
 

 
 
Additionally, we can use VieSched++ to help us decide which schedule is the best for our session. 

Therefore, go back to the simulations  and select to the “Priority” tab. Here, you should click on 
“output recommendation”. (Note: in the next release of VieSched++ this option will always be selected 
by default.) 
On this page, you can define how important specific parameters are for your session. You can select 
certain earth orientation parameters or station coordinates as well as the number of observations.  
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Although it might not be a direct goal of your session, I would always recommend to also select a high 
number of observations as a primary goal of the session by giving it a high weight since in reality, a high 
number of observations correlates well with the actual precision of the geodetic parameters and you 
can never be sure that your simulations match reality well enough.  
Additionally, you can select if the quality of the schedule should be determined based on the mean 
formal errors or based on the repeatability.  

 
 

Now you can restart the scheduling by clicking on “  run” again.  
 
If you now have a look at your output folder, you should see that there are a lot more files generated as 
before. You should also notice, that all files have a new suffix such as “r1966_v001.skd”. The “_v001” 
indicates that this schedule was generated using the first version of the multi-scheduling parameters.  
If you open one of the operation notes files, such as “r1966_v001.txt” you can see which parameters 
were used, for example: 

 
 
If you have a look at the generated log file, you should see that VieSched++ suggests one version to you 
based on the settings you selected in the simulation, “Priority” tab.  
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However, this recommendation follows very basic rules and you probably want to select the most 
promising schedule more sophisticated.  
There are multiple ways how you can do this. You can either write an external tool to compare the 
schedules and select the best ones. If you choose this approach, notice that on every run, VieSched++ 
will generate a “statistics.csv” file that contains a very large number of interesting statistics and 
information. Since this is a simple CSV file, you can easily import and process it using Python (Pandas), 
Matlab, Excel or any other software you like.  
Additionally, you can also use the VieSched++ statistics tool to view the content of the file. 

Therefore, go to the statistics  tab in VieSched++ and add a statistics.csv file by clicking on the  

“  add” button.  
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In the middle field, you can now see all the available statistics and you see a graphical visualization of 
their values on the bottom. You can select parameters by checking them in the middle-top field. By 
default, the number of scans and number of observations are pre-selected. You can see that the number 
of scans are painted blue and the number of observations are painted green.  
 
Additionally, you can add a weight to the parameters to sort the different versions. The sorting is based 
on the value of the parameter times their weight. You should take some time to play around with the 
options you have on this page to properly understand what is going on. Since the different parameter 
values have different orders of magnitude, it is possible to change the absolute view of the values to a 
relative view by changing the radiobutton on the bottom from absolute to relative.  
 
In the following example, I did select the number of observations (blue) together with the dUT1 
repeatability (green) and the average 3d station coordinate repeatability (red). Additionally, I did sort 
the versions based on the best average 3d coordinate values by giving their parameter a weight of -1.00 
(I did use a negative value since here low numbers indicate good schedules). Furthermore, I show a 
relative view of the values and I did remove the minimum value to make changes even more apparent.  
 

 
 
Again, in my example, version three is the recommended version since it is on the very left. This means 
that in reality, I should probably use this version.  
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Finally, we want to add calibration scans to our schedule to make the correlator happy. Go to the “rules” 

 tab and brose to the “calibration block” page.  
 
Here, you can enable calibrator scans and define some basic rules about how often such a block should 
be added and how many and how long the scans should be. In general, the default options should work 
quite well. However, in this session I would recommend to extend the observation time to 600 seconds 
since we have some low-sensitive stations and a low observation mode. If you want to schedule two 
600 second long scans, you should also change the start time of the “session end” block from 1200 
seconds to 1800 seconds to give the stations enough time to slew between the sources.  
 

 
 

If you now click on run  and open an operation notes file, you should see a list of the calibration 
scans: 
 

 
 
You will notice, that in this example, there are no calibration scans with Hobart (Ho) and Kokee (Kk). You 
can try to fix this by changing the weight of the stations or the weight factors but we will not go into this 
in this example since you should already know how to do this.  
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If you are happy with your schedule you could send it to the stations or upload it to the IVS server. At 
least, you have to distribute the .skd file, the operation notes file and the .vex file. If you browse to the 

“output”  tab in the VieSched++ GUI, it is possible to add some general notes to the generated files 
as well as provide some contact information. You can make use of this option if you like.  
 

Now, you can restart VieSched++ by clicking on the  button and experiment with the next session. 
 
 

Example 2: standard 1-hour intensive session with two stations 
 
Next we will generate a schedule for an intensive session.  
 

First, make sure that you did restart VieSched++ . Now, browse to the “General”  tab in the GUI 

and select session and select session I20260 from the next sessions .  
 

 
 
You will see, that this is a one-hour, two-station intensive session between Kokee and Wettzell.  
For this session, we need to change the observing mode to “128-16(INT)”. Therefore, go to the “Mode” 

 page and select the proper observing mode.  
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Next, I would recommend to reduce the maximum allowed observation duration from 600 seconds to 

let’s say 180 seconds. You can do this using the station setup  by changing  the default parameter 
as done before.  
 
Additionally, we can reduce the minimum time between two scans to the same source. This parameter 

can be found in the source setup . You can, again, change  the default parameter. Have a look for 
the “fixed minimum time between scans” parameter and change it from the default 1800 seconds to 
1200 seconds.  
 
In case of intensive session, the complexity of the optimization problem you have to solve is far less 
compared to the complexity of a global 24-hour session. In particular, we want all stations to always 
observe together. Therefore, the “number of observations” weight factor and the “extra weight after 
long idle time” weight factor are irrelevant. (Remember that the “number of observations” optimization 
criterion is based on the number of observations per scan, not per session. Additionally, there will never 
be long idle times since all stations are always observing together.) Let’s browse to the weight factor 

page  and disable the two unnecessary weight factors.  
 

 
 
For the two remaining weight factors, we want to use the multi-scheduling tool again to test different 
combination of values.  
 

Browse to the multi-scheduling  page, select 
one of the weight factors on the left and click 

on “  add selected”. Since intensives are 
processed very fast, you can test a lot more 
different values now. You can use the “start”, 
“stop” and “step” option to auto-generate 

values by clicking on “  generate”.  
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Finally, your multi-scheduling setup should look something like this and a total of 65 schedules should 
be generated 
 

 
 
 
For intensives, it is necessary to significantly change the simulation or in particular the parameter 
estimation. Since you typically have only few stations and only few observations, it is not possible to 
estimate everything as it is done during a global 24-hour session. However, the default settings are 
especially chosen for global 24-hour session.  

Go to the “Simulation”  page and browse to the “Solve” tab.  From the earth orientation parameters, 
you should only estimate dUT1. I would also recommend to estimate the dUT1 parameter not every 24 
hours but fewer, e.g.: every six hours. The exact interval is not important since we put very tight 
constraints on the estimates (0.0001 milliarcseconds) and thus are estimating one offset only.  
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Next, we need to adjust the estimated parameters related to stations.  
In typical intensives, we are not going to estimate station coordinates. Additionally, we only want to 
estimate a linear clock and a linear zenith wet delay (ZWD).  
Therefore, browse to the “Stations” tab and deselect station coordinates, the quadratic and piecewise 
linear part of the clock and the north gradient (NGR) and east gradient (EGR). You should also increase 
the interval of the ZWD to make sure that you do only estimate one linear term for the full session. To 
be on the save side, I did change the interval to 300 minutes here.  
 

 
 
Finally, I can adjust the priorities of the session to get a recommendation about the best schedule by 
VieSched++. For the intensive session, we are only interested in dUT1 accuracies: 
 

 
 
As noted before, I would always recommend to add a high number of observations (#obs) as an 
additional prime goal of the session.  
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Finally, we can start  the scheduling and have a look at the output.  
 
First, check that there were not errors in the log file and have a look which version VieSched++ would 
recommend. 
 
Next, you can have a look at one simulation log files e.g.: i20260_v001_simulator.txt. Here you can have 
a look at the list of estimated parameters to check that everything is the way you want it to be: 
 

 
 
You can see, that we are now only estimating 7 parameters:  

 one linear clock for Wettzell 

 two piecewise estimates of the ZWD per station resulting in one linear trend of the ZWD per station  

 two piecewise linear estimates for dUT1 that are very tightly constraint resulting in one offset for 
dUT1 

 
You can again use the VieSched++ Analyzer to explore the recommended schedule. Go to the “Analyzer” 

 tab and brows  for the .skd file you have just generated. Now you can click on the “run session 
analyzer” button. Take some time to investigate the sky-coverage and use the sliders on the bottom to 
limit the display to a shorter duration.  
 

 
 
As you can see, the observations are well distributed in the north and there are no observations pointing 
into the south. This can be easily explained by the network and the location of the two antennas.  
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VieSched++ provides a special algorithm that could be used for scheduling intensive sessions. The idea 
is, that in theory, observations at the corners of the commonly visible sky have a lot higher influence on 
the accuracy of dUT1 than other observations. However, due to the remote location of these 
observations and the required slewing, these observations are often times avoided by the scan selection 
algorithm.  
This is where the special intensive algorithm comes in play. This algorithm forces VieSched++ to observe 
sources that lie in the corners of the commonly visible sky. This is done every couple of minutes (by 
default every 15 minutes) and it will alternate between the two corners.  
 

You can enable this option on the “Rules”  page, by browsing to the “intensive” page.  
 

 
 
Here, you can also find shortcuts to other parameters changes that typically have to be done for 

intensive scheduling, e.g.: the “  weight factors” button will make sure that only the two relevant 
weight factors are selected (as we have done manually). It is also possible to set a maximum scan 
duration of 90, 120, or 200 seconds (as we have done manually), or to enable some reasonable multi-
scheduling. 
 

You should click on the “  min time between two scans to source” and “  multi-scheduling” button 
but you can ignore the rest since we manually adjusted the parameters already.  
 

Finally, you can restart  the scheduling again.  
 

You should take some time and go to the “Analyzer”   tab again, load the new best schedule and 
have a look at the sequence of observations. As you can note, the new schedule should start with 
observing one source at the very corner of the observations.  
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If you have a look at the iteration log file, e.g. i20260_v001_iteration_0.txt, you can see when and how 
the software tries to force a scan to a source at the corner of the commonly visible sky.   
 

 
 
 
Now it is your time to try to improve the session even further.  
For example: we did use corner switch cadence of 900 seconds. Maybe 600 seconds would be better? 
Maybe it is better to only allow 120 second long scans? Maybe there is anything else that should be 
changed. You should now be able to investigate this by yourself and generate schedules and simulations 
on your own.  


